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WELCOME TO DOFUS!WELCOME TO DOFUS!

DOFUS is a massive multiplay- OFUS is a massive multiplay- 
 er online role playing game  er online role playing game 
(MMORPG). Head out on a (MMORPG). Head out on a 

quest to obtain powerful dragon eggs, quest to obtain powerful dragon eggs, 
the primordial Dofus, in a universe of he-the primordial Dofus, in a universe of he-
roic fantasy and offbeat humor. roic fantasy and offbeat humor. Create Create 
your own hero in one of the 18 character your own hero in one of the 18 character 
classes available. The gameplay of classes available. The gameplay of 
each class is unique, which can come in each class is unique, which can come in 
handy when you join forces in a Guild.handy when you join forces in a Guild.

This free online game offers tactical This free online game offers tactical 
turn-based combats. Cast spells using turn-based combats. Cast spells using 
Action Points (AP), move around using Action Points (AP), move around using 
Movement Points (MP), and earn Expe-Movement Points (MP), and earn Expe-
rience Points (XP) to level up. You can rience Points (XP) to level up. You can 
personalize your hero infinitely thanks to personalize your hero infinitely thanks to 
thousands of items and pieces of equip-thousands of items and pieces of equip-
ment that can be optimized through ment that can be optimized through 
crafting and smithmagic.crafting and smithmagic.

In this MMORPG, you can buy and sell In this MMORPG, you can buy and sell 
resources using the in-game currency resources using the in-game currency 
called “kamas” and work in up to three called “kamas” and work in up to three 
professions (farmer, hunter, baker, professions (farmer, hunter, baker, 
smith, etc.). Dungeons, treasure hunts, smith, etc.). Dungeons, treasure hunts, 
monsters, bosses, pets, sidekicks and a monsters, bosses, pets, sidekicks and a 
player-versus-player mode are waiting player-versus-player mode are waiting 
for you in this online strategy game.for you in this online strategy game.

CHARACTER CLASSES: 
I WANNA BE...

Whatever you like! Treasure 
hunter, fearless (and brain-
less) warrior, summoner of 

voodoo dolls... There’s no shortage of 
options. There are 18 classes to choose 
from. Some are more suited to close 
combat, some prefer to attack from afar, 
and others focus on healing and protect-
ing. The choice is yours...

A VAST WORLD THAT 
IS JUST WAITING TO BE 
DISCOVERD!

Step into the World of Twelve and its 
vast, lush landscapes, its gloomy 
moors, and its many treasures. 

The streets of its cities are bustling with 
commercial (and criminal) activity... The 
wildlife is magnificent, the water is pure, 
the air is fresh and clean, and the earth 
is the most fertile you’ve ever seen... But 
underneath this idyllic surface, beware 
of rats and traps...

Its edges are still uncharted... Especially 
since the Divine Dimensions, the worlds 
of the gods, opened up to the bravest 
adventurers.

Let’s Game! 

PROFESSIONS: HARD 
WORK PAYS OFF!

T ime to Get a Job “ What?! A job 
in a video game?!” But think 
about it. A job means a pay-

check. So, rake in the kamas. Does that 
sound better? DOFUS offers a wide 
range of 18 professions, with which 
you can craft something as simple as a 
loaf of bread or something as complex 
as high-level hats, capes, belts, boots, 
rings, amulets, or weapons. You can 
even improve existing gear with Smith-
magic professions.

FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT: 
          www.dofus.com/en

COMMUNITY: FRIENDS 
FOR LIFE!

You’re not alone! DOFUS lets you 
communicate with everyone in 
the World of Twelve. Share, con-

spire, offer advice... but stay friendly and 
polite, of course! Don’t be shy. Break the 
ice, whether it’s by facing a monster to-
gether, exploring a dungeon, discussing 
why Boowolves are so hairy, or simply 
telling the tales of your best adventures!

You can even put together a lasting 
team by founding (or joining) a Guild. A 
group of friends, a band of mercenaries, 
or a Bamboo Milk fan club for Pan-
dawas, the possibilities are endless!
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